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1 Upkeep
FIRST DRAFT

1.1  Introduction

This article is a further development of the  LPIS dataflow article and describes how the LPIS should be processed so that its data correctly reflect the
situation on the ground in relation to a current set of IACS rules.

An refined dataflow schema will follow soon.

1.1.1  Upkeep processes

It is obvious that upkeep processes involve dealing with an  anomaly -an observed deviation from the normal rules-, but it is worthwhile to explicitly state
what processes are involved. If the anomaly is caused because

the physical land has changed, a need for update will follow• 
the IACS rules have changed, then an upgrade is needed• 
poor or erroneous processing, an error correction is required• 
incomplete processing, a remediating completion should be launched.• 

If none of the above four causes can be detected, further and deeper investigation in the design and procedures is in order.

1.1.2  Anomaly threads

In general, anomalies can be detected by five stakeholder threads and each LPIS should monitor and address anomalies of each of these threads.

a farmer should "correct the pre-established form" 1122R2009 art 12.41. 
an OTSC inspector should indicate a "further control measure" 1122R2009 art 32.1.g2. 
third parties (mapping agency, cadastral institution) should provide the updates and corrections of the databases under their custody3. 
operational personnel should report sporadically anomalies detected during their daily operations4. 
dedicated personnel or contractors could systematically review parcels during either a regular refresh cycle or during an "once off" LPIS
refresh project.

5. 

The LPIS design (i.e. type of reference parcel such as agriculture parcel, farmer's block, physical block and cadastral system / topographic block)
determines the relative importance of each thread as well as the conditions for the processes to operate: e.g. a farmer's block requires good farmer
input facilities, a topographic block implies working protocols with the mapping agency, etc....).

1.1.3  Technical specifications

Many anomaly detection processes will rely on aerial or VHR orthoimagery, whose spatial and radiometric quality recommendations are published in
WikiCAP and are constantly updated. Although it's not straightforward to specify temporal quality (a maximum age) of that source imagery for all
threads, three general rules do apply:

for the systematic review cycle or a refresh project (thread 5), the system's imagery should support retroactive recovery up to three years; for
any year N, image acquisition dates shall never precede January 1, N-3.

1. 

imagery should be made available to all farmers, inspectors and other personnel immediately upon receipt, even for zones not yet processed
in an above refresh cycle or project/

2. 

it should never take more than 3 months to process raw image captures into available orthoimagery products, regardless whether the
processing is done in house, by a contractor or a by a government partner. In cases where the processing takes longer, processed imagery
shall still be available for supporting the farmer's aid application and other IACS operations. In short, available by the time the pre-established
form is produced.

3. 

More information about upkeep processes and its stakeholders can be found on this presentation.

This guidance deals in particular with technical specification for:

the detection of change by any of these stakeholder threads (i.e. confirming an anomaly)1. 
the procedures to process a confirmed change or an error2. 

1.2  Land change

1.2.1  The minimum mapping unit (MMU)

In LPIS terms, the minimum mapping unit at a given scale is the size (expressed in area units) below which a legend "feature" cannot be reasonably
represented by a polygon or as individual area. Note that the legend consist of the agricultural land classes and one, combined, non-agricultural land
(ineligible) class. There are currently two different mapping units in operation in IACS.

The 2004 LPIS creation guidance allowed for an MMU on ineligible inclusions up to 0.1 ha for calculating the MEA. This provision directly
applicable to all production blocks, whose exterior perimeters were expected to follow agricultural land borders. There was no MMU at
production block perimeters.

• 

The OTSC specifications required individual accountability for all combined ineligible features larger than 0.01 ha, resulting in an area
measured and area determined.

• 

Comparing the MEA and area determined of a parcel can lead to an anomaly on the MEA, even when both measurements were correctly established
according to the respective specifications. Such anomaly cases show that the MMU truly represents a LPIS "design" issue and that this MMU is an
important element with a role in the update guidance.
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In the LPIS update guidance, a MMU will be defined based on nature of the change. In addition, a parcel specific "area error" is introduced for
vindicating anomalies detected via area measurements.

1.2.2  Dynamics of agricultural land covers

Agricultural land changes all the time and so does the land cover that was delineated for LPIS purposes. But many observed changes represent
dynamic phenomena inherent to the agricultural land cover: arable land has an annual cycle of crop and bare soil, hedges grow large for some years
and are then trimmed back. Such dynamics are an essential life-cycle element of the agricultural land covers and should not affect the LPIS nor require
an update.

This LPIS upkeep guidance is not intended to model such life-cycle dynamics, but to detect and process manifest changes.

MS are invited to describe and document particular dynamics that affect the appearance of the landscape and agricultural lands. The eligibilty profile is
good starting point for this documentation as it holds all eligible land cover types and represents a legend for both CAPI and field identifications of these
lands.

1.2.3  Manifest change

Changes that cannot be attributed to the life-cycle dynamics of the land are called "manifest changes". Manifest changes require an intervention into the
database.

The EC services consider three generic cases of manifest change:

type I: irreversible conversion of agricultural land covers inside reference parcel into a land cover ineligible for activation of SPS entitlements
(2009R73 art34) or into land covers other than utilised agricultural area (2009R73 art 124), respectively for SPS and SAPS schemes.

• 

combined patches, individually distinguishable, on the border of the reference parcel that are in average more than 5 meters wide
and measure more than 100m2.

1. 

combined patches completely inside the perimeter (?inclusions?) that are well delineated and cover 500m2 or more2. 

type II: the appearance of permanent constructions, regardless of their width and size, on the RP• 

a building or processing facility (see example 1)1. 
a road or other artificial surface pavement (e.g. concrete floor)2. 
Any other man-made structure that remains more than three years onsite that changes the land cover or soil condition in a way that
normal agriculture activities cannot be carried out without significant investment or action (e.g. pylons, storage structures,
dumpsters,silos, dung piles?). Even if more than three years may be difficult to assess, detection of a feature on two consecutive
images would provide a alternative indication of its permanent character.

3. 

Note: unpaved ground works and planting are considered land conversion and not construction activities.

type III: Any change in the perimeter of RP that causes agricultural land to be exchanged between at least two former reference parcels or
allocates previously united land to at least 2 new reference parcels.

• 

Splitting of a parcel into two or more1. 
Merger of two or more parcels into one2. 
mutual exchange of land between two or more parcels3. 

Notes:

one physical change can cause several manifest changes: i.e. a newly constructed road can easily split a parcel in two.1. 
"conversion of land cover" is determined by applying the characteritics referred to in the eligibilty profile.2. 
In what follows, the term boundary can relate to either of two concepts introduced above.3. 

on the "border" relates to the land cover / eligibility component of LPIS as land conversion is concerned;1. 
at the "perimeter" relates to the land identification / tenure component (production block perimeter, topographic block lines,
cadastral parcel) if exchange of land is concerned.

2. 

In pure production block design, both concepts coincide, but other design types can and must differentiate the concepts appropriately.

1.2.4  Properties and consequences of manifest changes by type

The type of manifest change will, to a large extend, determine the further processing.

All changes require the input of an "new" reference area value in the concerned reference parcels.1. 
Some changes will need a change of the spatial (vector) information, either to establish the new reference area value or to demonstrate that
this particular anomaly has been accommodated for.

2. 

The requirement to uniquely identify land, entails that some changes require a new Reference parcel (with its new unique identification) to be
created.

3. 

The table below gives an overview of the manifest changes and their direct effects.

Change min area min dimension new parcel? New survey? comment
Land conversion at RP border 0.01 ha 5m No Affected boundary
Land conversion of inclusions 0.05 ha n/a No Affected inclusion
New building n/a n/a No Yes
New road surface n/a n/a possibly Yes
Other infrastructure n/a n/a No Delayed 3 years ctl
Split RP 0.01ha n/a Yes Common boundary
Merged RP n/a n/a Yes No
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Exchange between RP 0.01ha n/a Yes Common boundary
Each type of manifest change is clarified and illustrated  in a separate article

1.2.5  Detecting manifest changes at the boundary and inside the parcel

Manifest changes through land conversion at the border of the reference parcels come with both a specified MMU and minimum dimension. Those
inside the parcel have only their MMU specified. But on these borders one can also expect to observe some typical landscape dynamics phenomena as
well as technical artifacts as image shifts or changes in cropping pattern. How can one easily distinguish a true conversion of land from an innocent
artifact?

It would not be practical if one has to delineate all land ever declared under each anomaly to confirm if a manifest change has truly occurred. Rather,
JRC proposes a simple two tier methodology, based on visual inspection and, if inconclusive, followed by a congruence test to determine if the graphical
anomaly can be confirmed as a manifest change.

The methodological guidance for the  visual inspection is presented in the next chapter1. 
The methodological guidance on the  congruence test is presented in the next chapter2. 

Pending on the outcome of these combined tests, each observed anomaly can either + be recorded as irrelevant and further ignored. + be subject to
processing by the upkeep processes and to recording of transaction results.

Important note 1: The detection of type II appearance of constructions is done solely by visual inspection, the subsequent congruency test is not
needed.

Important note 2: a type III anomaly exchange of land can be reported by other threads (e.g. the farmer's declaration) and may not be detected by
these tiered methodology. Nevertheless, it should be appropriately processed.

1.3  Processing of confirmed anomalies

If the an [anomalies anomaly] is confirmed, one should first determine what caused the deviation:

change of the rules1. 
error2. 
omission3. 
(manifest) change of the land4. 

If more than one cause played a role, process the anomaly as under the highest ranked cause. e.g. there was an error but also a change of land, the
whole parcel should be treated as an correction with the results reflecting the current state.

1.3.1  Upgrades

New operating rules come from either legislative processes or from design activities and their impact and the necessary upkeep actions will have to
determined on a case by case basis. Some upgrades such as changes of eligibility rules may require the reprocessing of all parcels.

1.3.2  Error correction

Out of principle, every detected error needs to be corrected. The nature of the original error will determine what would be the appropriate processing and
providing general guidance is not possible. In a worse case scenario, all land on the erroneous reference parcel needs to be reassessed and correct
reference parcels need to be (re-)created.

Obviously, correct reference parcels are in line with the current state of the national specifications, which should have been upgraded to reflect the
most recent versions of Regulations and technical guidances.

1.3.3  Completion

Out of principle, every detected occurrence of incomplete processing needs to be completed. This involves proceeding from where the original operator
stopped until all the specifications of the LPIS are met for the concerned reference parcels.

To complete the reference parcels means bringing them in line with the current state of the national specifications, which should have been upgraded
to reflect the most recent versions of Regulations and technical guidances.

1.3.4  Manifest changes: updating the MEA

1.3.4.1  Manifest changes of Type II and III

Manifest changes of type II and III always require and update according to these steps:

measure the area that was subject to change1. 
deduct or add that area to the previously established total area to derive the new MEA2. 
document and time stamp the transaction3. 

1.3.4.2  Manifest changes of Type I and unprocessed anomalies with known alternative MEA

If the anomaly comes with a suggested or provisional MEA (e.g. collected from OTSC or declared by the farmer, the MEA needs to be updated only of a
newly established value significantly differs from the earlier value. What is significant depends on the precision of the measurement method used and
described in the  chapter on significant differences

If the alternative MEA for the whole reference parcel is known, either through the information provided by the farmer or through the area measurements
performed by the OTSC inspector, it will involve three database actions:
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If the change is significant, update the MEA attribute value1. 
document, record and timestamp the transaction (even if no MEA update is made)2. 
if there is a need for later measurement, launch and process a new, confirmed anomaly. In the meanwhile, the new MEA value is tagged as
"provisional"

3. 

if more than 3 "insignificant" anomalies on the parcel have been processed, launch and process a confirmed anomaly.4. 

The above procedure allows to processed the MEA immediately and process the spatial data -if deemed necessary- separately. Note that provisional
MEA should not persist for more than 3 years.

Any data collected through a declared "agricultural parcel" will remain provisional until validation with appropriate methods has occurred.

1.3.5  Manifest changes: updating the boundary

Updating the boundary involves three steps:

make a geographical survey of the affected boundary or part of the perimeter. This survey can be made by CAPI or by terrestrial survey
techniques.

1. 

combine the new survey in the existing LPIS and establish the updated MEA. There is  a chapter on merging survey results to establish a
correct new MEA.

2. 

document and timestamp the transaction3. 

If some time has elapsed between the different steps, check that no updated information (such as recent aerial imagery or other surveys) became
available and use it to reconfirm the validity of the preceeding steps before proceeding.

For the boundary updated from a type I manifest changes, a MEA update is required only if the new value differs significantly from the previous one,
What is significant depends on the precision of the measurement method used and described in the  chapter on significant differences

1.3.6  Neighborhood check

When anomalies are reported on a reference parcel level, one must be conscientious that the processes of change, error and omission that caused the
reported anomaly are often not limited to a particular. Indeed:

a new road rarely starts and stops at the boundary of a single parcel.1. 
neighboring parcels may have been processed by the same, underperforming operator.2. 

So, check the immediate neighborhood of the anomalous parcel and launch appropriate upkeep where necessary. Report such neighborhood check in
the transaction log.
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2 Visual inspection
FIRST DRAFT

2.1  Introduction

In the frame of the LPIS update process JRC proposes this visual inspection, possibly followed by the congruency_test, to determinate if an observed
land change anomaly does indeed represent a manifest change. It offers a quick and simple stepwise method for inspecting LPIS reference parcels for
the occurrence of a manifest change;

The main outcome of a visual test is to verify if there is a manifest change, and the test has three possible outcomes:

a parcel has been stable and there is no need for a remedial action1. 
the test outcome is inconclusive and the parcel should be subjected for a congruency test2. 
the parcel has indeed changed and remedial action is needed.3. 

Note: This visual inspection procedure can "mutatis mutandis" also be applied for application during the OTSC, measuring a agricultural parcel that
wholly occupies one reference parcel. (see 2.6.1 of the art34 guidance)

2.2  Procedure

2.2.1  Preparation

Ensure all issues of this checklist are met:

LPIS, past and actual orthoimage are all set up to ensure good display functionality.• 
The visual test conditions are the same as for delineation:• 

The visual scale primarily depends on the image resolution and the MMU for the features concerned, parcel size and local ground
conditions. A case by case assessment is needed, however, within the range of imagery used for LPIS upkeep, :

that visual scale should always be larger than 1:5,000• 
the largest recommended scale is 1:1,000 (i.e. a slightly larger scale is possible if the resolution and local conditions
allow)

• 

The decision thresholds defined in this guidance are, unless specified otherwise, not dependent on this visual scale.

If possible, any systematic shift of image is detected and locally corrected. Use the congruency test to determing distance and direction of the
shift.

• 

The RP land can be displayed together with parcel perimeter in LPIS (RP) on both past and present orthoimage.• 
The operator is familiar with the specific ancillary and meta data and can access these during the inspection:• 

life cycle of vegetation• 
the boundary delineation precision of the LPIS• 
an indication of the scene view angle or approximate camera position.• 
an estimation of distance and area on the working scale.• 

2.2.2  Inspection

Please answer the following questions in sequence. The test procedure is completed as soon as a positive reply (?yes?) occurs. The inspections and
checks leading to the answers are qualitative, they do not require the actual digitization, but require an assessment ?by a trained eye?.

Do I experience problems displaying the RP perimeter on the locally geocorrected current image? (e.g. does the joint display make obvious
sense?)

1. 

Do I experience problems viewing the whole perimeter visible on the orthoimage (e.g. nothing is blocked by clouds)?2. 
Has any of the perimeter/border features been removed, changed or displaced (> 5m) on the new image?3. 
When I toggle the old and the new image, do I observe the appearance of a new building, road or artificial object or the like on the parcel?4. 
When I toggle the old and the new image, do I observe changes from agricultural to non-agricultural features that located completely inside or
bordering the parcel that represent an estimated ground distance of 5 m or more?

5. 

When I toggle the old and the new image, do I observe land conversion changes that have occurred on the perimeter, even when
appropriately taking into account:

6. 

any displacement due to image processing of max 1-2 pixels• 
any displacement due to the life cycle of vegetation (caused by temporary growth processes)• 
any relief displacement of above ground and below grand features (estimated for the image viewing angle and
height/depth of the feature)?

• 

7. Identify four, well identifiable  ground level perimeter points in each of the four cardinal directions (N-E-S-W). Does any of these show a
displacement (RP vs image) above 1.25 m?
8. Can I confirm my replies to the above questions (with ancillary data if needed)?

2.2.3  Reporting

Record the outcome of the test and the date when the visual test was performed on this anomaly.

2.3  Outcome

The outcome depends on the first occurence of a positive reply:
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If all questions but question 8 are answered with ?no?, the parcel has not been subject to change. No remedial action is needed.• 
If question 1 or 2 is answered with ?yes?, a full visual inspection is not feasible with the given image. Make the necessary provisions to
inspect appropriately and in due time.

• 

In cases where an  anomaly has been reported and a visual inspection is not feasible in the foreseeable future, a dedicated field
visit should be considered to confirm the anomaly and collect appropriate data for updating the reference parcel.

If question 3, 4, 5, or 6 is answered with ?yes?, a manifest change has been detected and confirmed and you should proceed with the upkeep
procedure.

• 

If question 7 is answered with "yes" the visual inspection is inconclusive and you be followed by with the  congruency test.• 

2.4  Example

figure 1: An example where visual inspection is inconclusive.

the overall situation makes sense1. 
the parcel perimeter can be visualized2. 
the perimeter is still valid3. 
no constructions appear,4. 
no conversion into non-agricultural land occurs,5. 
no part of the boundary is subject to displacements (the tree base is visible).6. 
the displacement of the corners is larger then 1.25: "YES" and a  congruency test has to be performed.7. 

as  this particular congruency test has not confirmed change, this reference parcel has not changed:
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3 Congruency test
FIRST DRAFT

3.1  Introduction

3.1.1  Change detection

For the practical geographical detection of manifest changes, the EC proposes a  visual inspection followed by a congruency test. The outcome of this
dual sequence can confirm and documents that no manifest change has actually occured and that any observed shifts are merely a technical artifact.
The main role of the congruency test herein is to resolve and document any ambiguity that may be left after  a visual inspection.

It is assumed that  the visual inspection has not yet picked up changes in the land cover, so the test does not check the full perimeter nor the interior of
the reference parcel. It cannot be used as a standalone tool to detect a manifest change without that prior  visual inspection. Despite this simplification,
the test itself is quite technical and cumbersome. As it is only performed after observing displacements on well identifiable ground points, application of
appropriate technical specifications to both imagery and LPIS vectors will reduce the need for it.

If the test do not confirm the presence of a manifest changes, the  visual inspection procedure should be continued

3.1.2  Coordinate shift calculation

The congruency test procedure and formulas can also be used to determine the length and direction of the local translation (coordinate shift)
between two congruent representations of a single object. For instance between:

the object?s vector and image representation1. 
two separate images covering that object.2. 

3.2  Definitions

Congruent: situation where two polygons (parcel representations) have the same shape and dimension as a result, all their corresponding sides
(perimeter segments) have the same length, the angle between any two corresponding segments has the same value.

In general, congruency indicates that one object can be transformed onto the other by a combination of translation and rotations (but not resized). In
LPIS context, both representations need to be in the national CRS, so rotations are not expected and only translation are relevant.

LPIS polygons are congruent if they have the same number of sides, all the corresponding sides have the same length and orientation. It
follows that all corresponding interior angles have the same opening (in the theory).

Shape: geometrical description of the part of the (2-dimensional) space occupied by an object, as determined by its external boundary.

Dimension: distance between two opposite sides of a feature.

Angle: measure of rotation by the diagonal axis.

Side: segment of a shape between two vertices.

Axis-aligned bounding box (AABB): generalized polygon representation of the parcel, with the coordinate axis aligned to the longest axis of the
parcel. It can be constructed using of four specific vertex points:

the 2 vertices on the perimeter that have the longest possible line segment between them (i.e. the define the long diagonal).• 
the vertices removed at the longest distance from either side of the long diagonal. The sum of the respective (not necessarily collinear)
distances offers the total length of the perpendicular axis.

• 

It is the box, aligned with the local coordinate axes, with the area that fully contains the polygon.

3.3  The procedure of the LPIS congruency test

Since a congruency test on the full reference parcel perimeter (all sides of the polygon) would result in numerous test of shapes, sides, angles and
dimension, we resort to a very simplified representation of that perimeter, namely the AABB.

The test involves three steps:

construct the AABB for one representations and calculate its parameters• 
construct the AABB for the other representation and calculate its parameters• 
compare the two derived vector parameter sets for the absence of scale variation and rotation.• 

Note: The formulas involved are simple geometric and in a GIS environment, the automation of this process with a user-friendly application
and user interface is essential.

3.3.1  Defining the AABB of a LPIS RP

Follow the instructions for the AABB construction:

Select the 2 vertices on the perimeter that represent the most distant from each other. These vertex points should be• 

ground level points (i.e. not on an elevated positions as tree tops, hedges, walls)1. 
visible (i.e. the view should not be obstructed by a nearby object.)2. 
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Record the (x,y) coordinates of each vertex and visualize the long diagonal on screen (A and C)

Select the vertex on one side of the long diagonal has the largest euclidean distance perpendicular to that diagonal, record the (x,y)
coordinates (B)

• 

Select the vertex of the other side of the long diagonal and record the (x,y) coordinates (D).• 

BB1 is now the origin of the AABB vector.

The quality and correspondence of the cardinal points is paramount, if several candidates are possible, select those with the best identification
potential considering both representations. Restart the process of AABB construction if no suitabe correspondence can be assured.

In formulas:

Collect the coordinates from the cardinal points A (Ax,Ay), B (Bx,By), C(Cx,Xy) and D(Dx,Dy)• 

Calculate the orientation of the long axis with help of• 

Calculate the distance from point B to the long axis• 

dB = ( (Ay-Cy)*Bx + (Cx-Ax)*By + (Ax*Cy - Cx*Ay) ) / sqrt( (Cx-Ax)^2 + (Cy-Ay)^2 )

Calculate the distance from point D to the long axis• 

dD = ( (Ay-Cy)*Dx + (Cx-Ax)*Dy + (Ax*Cy - Cx*Ay) ) / sqrt( (Cx-Ax)^2 + (Cy-Ay)^2 )

Calculate the coordinates for the four AABB corners as:• 

AABB corner x-coordinate y-coordinate

BB1 Ax+dB*cos(alpha1 + 90) Ay+dB*sin(alpha1 +
90)

BB2 Cx+dB*cos(alpha1 + 90) Cy+dB*sin(alpha1 +
90)

BB3 Cx+dD*cos(alpha1 - 90) Cy+dD*sin(alpha1 -
90)

BB4 Ax+dD*cos(alpha1 - 90) Ay+dD*sin(alpha1 -
90)

3.3.2  Defining the AABB of land on an orthoimage

Select the 2 vertices on the perimeter that seem the most distant from each other. These vertex points should be:• 

ground level points (i.e. not on an elevated positions as tree tops, hedges, walls)1. 
visible (i.e. the view should not be obstructed by a nearby object.)2. 

Record the (x,y) coordinates of each vertex and visualize the long diagonal on screen (A' and C')

Select the vertex on one side of the long diagonal has the largest eucledian distance perpendicular to that diagonal, record the (x,y)
coordinates (B')

• 

Select the vertex of the other side of the long diagonal and record the (x,y) coordinates (D').• 

BB1' is now the origin of the AABB vector.

In formulas:

The formulas are mutatis mutandis the same as those on the previous paragraph.

3.3.3  Processing the AABB vector parameters for change detection

The formulas to calculate these three differences are:
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To pass the test, calculate the difference in angle and length and confirm that:

the angle between AABB RP and ABMM image is less than 1 degree. No relative rotation more than 1 degree has been observed.1. 
the difference in dimension, measured as the length of the two AABB diagonals is less than 2.5 meter. This indicates no compression or
stretching has occurred in the direction of the long axis.

2. 

Note: in surveying, relative accuracy (scale effects such as compression or stretching) are often expressed via formula with parts per million. At scale
1/5000, such specification could be 0.5mm + 200ppm and for a length of 500 meter, results a threshold of 2.5m + 0.1m. Clearly, it would only affect very
large or elongated parcels so is not used here.

3.3.4  Processing the AABB vector parameters for coordinate shift calculation

Shift is calculated through the vector parameters and results as translation between two vector centers (M and M'). The formulas are:

3.4  Illustrations

3.4.1  Illustration of the congruency test to detect manifest change

Figure 1.1 presents the RP representation (= the polygon) retrieved from the LPIS and the new representation (=the image) on the orthoimage of a later
date.

figure 1.1: Existing parcel representation (left) and new parcel representation (right)

Figure 1.2 shows the construction phases of the AABB derived from the existing RP representation. Key elements are the determination of the longest
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diagonal [AC] and the two perpendicual axis [DD'][BB'] where the dimension is maximal.

figure 1.2: the minimum bounding box construction (the dashed rectangle)

Figure 1.3 compares the original vector and associated AABB with the corresponding cardinal points on the orthoimage representation.

figure 1.3: LPIS parcel and AABB (left), Cardinal points of vector and orthoimage representation (right)

Figure 1.4 shows on the left the two aligneed minimum bounding boxes superimposed on the the orthoimagery. The shift between the two AABBs is
obvious. In the right image, the LPIS AABB is translated so that the origins of the AABB coincide. Only the small rotation remains visible.

figure 1.4: original AABBs superimposed (left), translated LPIS AABB and image AABB superimposed (right)

The AABBs derived above yield the following parameters.
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AABB coordinate Start point End point parameter observed value decimal
1 Easting(Y) 327575,217 327998,139 length 574,2841
1 Northing(X) 705215,785 705604,294 angle 47°25'42.505 47,428474
2 Easting(Y) 327578,387 328003,573 length 573,2119
2 Northing(X) 705220,766 705605,199 angle 47°52'53.794 47,88161
As a result:

the observed difference in length is 1,0722 meter, less than the 2.5 m threshold◊ 
the observed difference in angle is 0,453136 degrees, less than the 1 degree threshold◊ 

No manifest change has been detected, the conclusion must be that the reference parcel has not changed.

3.4.2  Illustration of the congruency procedure to determine coordinate shift

Figure 2.1 presents the RP representation (= the polygon) retrieved from the LPIS and the new representation (=the orthoimage) at a later date.

figure 2.1: Existing parcel representation (left) and new parcel representation (right)

Figure 2.2 compares the original vector and associated AABB with the corresponding cardinal points on the orthoimage representation.

figure 2.3: LPIS parcel and AABB (left), Cardinal points of vector and orthoimage representation (right)

Figure 2.3 shows on the left the two axis aligned bounding boxes superimposed on the orthoimagery. The shift between the two AABBs is obvious. In
the right image, the LPIS AABB is translated so that the origins of the AABB coincide. Only a very small rotation remains visible.
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figure 2.4: original AABBs superimposed (left), translated LPIS AABB and image AABB superimposed (right)

The AABBs derived above yield the following parameters.
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4 Merging surveys
FIRST DRAFT

4.1  Introduction

This article describes a reference parcel perimeter can be constructed from components that originate from separate survey activities. It allows merging
perimeter parts from

two different CAPI surveys• 
a CAPI and GNSS survey• 

Merging perimeter parts that originate from two separate GNSS surveys is considered straightforward and not in the scope of this article. As a result
there is always at least one background orthoimage involved.

This guidance goes beyond the earlier guidance available on combining Field and CAPI methods during OTSC area measurements]

4.2  Procedure

Follow these steps to ensure the relative accuracy of all sources is maintained.

Identify the reference parcel subject to perimeter editing1. 
Identify the reference orthoimage to serve as background2. 
Perform the  congruency test between the reference parcel and reference orthoimage to determine the shift of the LPIS parcel vectors and the
reference orthoimage. The test returns a local translation vector between the LPIS vector and the reference image

3. 

Make a local correction on the reference image to perfectly georefence with the parcel (i.e. shift the image to exactly compensate the result of
the congruency test}

4. 

Perform the congruency test between the newly surveyed part of the perimeter and the locally corrected image from the previous step to
determine the coordinate shift between that new survey and the locally corrected image.

5. 

Make a local correction of the coordinates of the new survey to exactly compensate for the shift found during the second congruency test.6. 
Replace the old perimeter segment with the locally corrected new survey segment;7. 
Connect the newly surveyed part with the remainder of the perimeter, but only between the closest primary vertices (i.e. visible on the
reference image) of each component.

8. 

Calculate the area of the resulting polygon with your GIS software9. 

4.3  Illustrations

4.3.1  local georeferencing of the reference image

figure 1: original (left) and georeferenced (right) reference image. The image is translated.

4.3.2  local georeferencing of the newly surveyed segment
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figure 2: original (left) and georeferenced (right) survey vector. The survey vector is translated

4.3.3  selection of primary vertices

figure 3: Original (left) and selected (right) boundary segments for construction of the new perimeter. The dangling segments beyond confirmed primary
vertices are removed from both original perimeter and new survey vector.
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5 Significant MEA difference
FIRST DRAFT

5.1  Basic concepts

5.1.1  Background

A technical tolerance is an expression of uncertainty or precision. Its value depends on the measurement methodology and conditions such as source
material and the nature of the object measured.

A tolerance should be known for any particular method and can only be applied to that specific measurement. It then serves a pass/fail function: if there
is a significant difference between that specific measurement and an older one of the same object, the new measurement value should be used, else,
one must accept the old value as remaining true and valid.

This article approaches such tolerance from its two main component:

the nature of the object measured, which is stable and independent from the actual measurement. It can be calculated (semi-)automatically in
the LPIS for each parcel

1. 

the effects of the actual measurement, in casu a delineation on digital orthoimagery. This component is measurement dependent and has to
be enterered on a case by case basis.

2. 

5.1.2  Incertainty (or error components)

The main contributors to incertainty are:

Normal variation: Even in ideal conditions, no two measurements of an object will provide exactly the same result: A series of repetitions will
follow the normal distribution so the probality of a result can be estimated by gaussian theory. Significance is then based on a threshold
probablity of the value being measured. Traditionally, this probability is set to 0.95 (two sided) meaning that, if 20 repetitions of the
measurement would be made, 19 of these would be in the range. Clear instructions and trained operators are the instruments to keep the
normal variation to a minimum.

• 

Parcel conditions: In the real world, ideal parcels are rare.• 

not all measurement vertices (boundary markers) can be measured with the same precision: fence pole, crop boundary corner,
hedge each has a different "identification accuracy".

◊ 

the area of simple square polygons are measured more precisely than irregular or elongated polygons◊ 

Image resolution: Image resolution influences the precision similar to marker spacings of a ruler: Lower resolution (=larger pixel size) brings
in more incertainty. Other image qualities are not considered in the tolerance as the imagery is assumed "fit for purpose".

• 

5.2  Setting the tolerance for CAPI operations

5.2.1  Main formula

It's scientifically possible, but rarther impractical to establish the probability for each individual image, land cover feature and landscape. Rather a
simplified formula is proposed.

The maximum Area error of the measurement is then calculated as

AEmax = C (RMSp) * B [m2]

Where:

RMSp: the map scale represented by the pixel size of the map (note that the guidelines impose a relation between GSD and pixel size,
dependant on the sensor type

1. 

C: the shape of the parcel (regular, elongated, irregular?):2. 
B: the nature of the parcel boundary perimeter and its length3. 

5.2.2  Supporting formulas

5.2.2.1  C shape, size and resolution

C is calculated from the Gaussian formula and is a function of the pixel size RMSp:

 RMSp = pixel size in meter
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5.2.2.2  B: border properties

B is estimated by the following table, based on the abundance of border quality:

Perimeter composition >60% precise borders >25% vague borders all other conditions
B value 1.96 2.94 2.45
where:

precise borders: those composed of ground level features that have an identification precision better than 50 cm. Examples are:
crop boundaries, base of fences, base of walls, road sides,....

1. 

vague borders: are composed of features NOT at ground level (raised or sunk for 2 meters or more), that block visibility to the
ground level and that are subject to cyclical dynamics. Examples are: Lines of threes, high hedges, deep ditches, terraces....

2. 

intermediate borders can be identified for border qualities which do not qualify as either precise or poor: e.g. low hedges,
degraded walls. Their presence does not interfere with the conditions of the table.

3. 

Notes: Any third party boundary (e.g. cadastral boundary, topographic map line) is considered a precise border IF it represents a physical
(rather than legal) feature

figure 1: left: parcel with predominantly precise border (> 60%, B = 1.96); right: parcel with predominantly vague borders (>25%, B = 2.94)

5.3  Illustration of polygon error by shape and size

The following tables present the results from the above formula for various sizes of four simple and symmetric shapes: a square (w=l), a rectangle
(l=4w), an elongate rectangle (1=16w) a 5-pointed star .

The resulting area errors are calculate for shapes with precise borders.

5.3.1  presentation of the shapes

Area expressed in square meter, perimeter entries in meter.

Area w=l 4w=l 16w=l Star
100 40 50 85 55
1000 126 158 269 173
5000 283 353 601 387
10000 400 500 850 548
50000 894 1118 1901 1225
200000 1789 2236 3801 2450
5.3.2  Area errors for the shapes using measurement based on 50cm RMSp

All areas expressed in square meter.

Area w=l 4w=l 16w=l Star
100 9.80 14.29 27.77 8.40
1000 30.99 45.18 87.83 26.57
5000 69.30 101.02 196.38 59.40
10000 98.00 142.86 277.73 84.00
50000 219.13 319.44 621.02 187.83
200000 438.27 638.88 1242.03 375.67
5.3.3  Area errors for the shapes using measurement based on 20cm RMSp

All areas expressed in square meter.

Area w=l 4w=l 16w=l Star
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100 3.92 5.71 11.11 3.36
1000 12.40 18.07 35.13 10.63
5000 27.72 4.41 78.55 23.76
10000 39.20 57.14 111.09 33.60
50000 87.65 127.78 248.41 75.13
200000 175.31 255.55 496.81 150.27

5.4  Further discussion

5.4.1  Some trivial observations

By using such technical tolerance, there still remains a 5% chance that a the new measurement will indicate a difference where there is none.• 
As the old value is taken as reference, there is no tolerance applied to this value. The appropriate tolerance is only applied to the new
measurement .

• 

The advances in technology generally cause the new measurements to be more precise (i.e. with a smaller tolerance) than the methodologies
used to obtain the old value. However, this is not guaranteed in these update processes, as recent imagery may be coarser than the reference
image used for the reference values.

• 

Technical tolerances should not be confused with thresholds, which are conventional baselines controling a decisions.• 

There is no uncertainty involved with thresholds, but it does imply that any method used to collect information is precise enough to
make such threshold meaningfull. Setting a threshold lower than technical tolerance used for the measurement is in fact nonsense.
On the other hand, using a method that comes with a tolerance larger than the threshold is equally unacceptable.

◊ 

A well known threshold is the limit for the area difference of 3%/5%/7%, pending on parcel size. This threshold determines area
non-conformity during the LPIS QA and is dependent of parcel-size.

◊ 

5.4.2  Implications regarding the image acquisition

Dividing the AE derived from the formula by the parcel area results in the relative area error. If follows that, in all but the very small reference parcels,
the 3% threshold is met by applying orthophoto of:

0.5 m pixel size for regular parcels1. 
0.2 m pixel size for elongated parcels2. 
1.0 m pixel size for regular parcel of area greater than 2000 m2 and for elongated parcels of area greater than 10000 m2.3. 

This knowledge is crucial when planning your data acquisition. If measurements consistently (considere more than 5 % of the cases) overshoot the
thresholds, the imagery is not appropriate for that particular zone.

5.4.3  Implications regarding the LPIS design

The ability to correctly quantify by delineation the MEA for direct aids is a key functional requirement of the LPIS reference parcel. If, despite using
optimale imagery, the AE derived from the formula keeps overshooting the 3% threshold, one should check if the parcel design is truly appropriate in the
given landscape.

Some landscapes and parcelling pattern pose real challenges to the LPIS design, but in some cases the sub-parceling and parcel aggregation can
cause small or irregular parcel borders/perimeters. As a general rule, reference parcels that closely reflect the actual land management are less likely to
cause problems (see slides 24-34 of this presentation
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6 Anomalies
FIRST DRAFT

6.1  Definitions

The following definitions apply:

anomaly: observed non-conformance
non-conformance: failure to fulfil one or more specified requirements
observation: act of measuring or otherwise determining the value of a property (ISO 19156:2001 (E))
value: element of a type domain (ISO/IEC 19501:2005)
property: facet or attribute of an object referenced by a name (ISO 19143:2010)

6.2  Discussion

In the LPIS QA context, an anomaly materializes as a message that originates when any stakeholder observes that "something could not be what it was
supposed to be". This message should start a process that confirms the non-conformity, addresses the issue if confirmed and records all linked
transactions.

With the above definition, the object is the reference parcel and its name is the RPID. The value is a part of the specification, essentially any spatial or
alphanumerical attribute value of the reference parcel.

ISO 19156 provides a framework to model observations but this had yet not been applied to LPIS reference parcels of the LCM.

6.3  Anomaly properties

In database terms, each anomaly is in itself an "object" or "feature" (as are the "observations" it transports). In absence of the detailed modelling, we can
only preliminarily list the attributes that an anomaly should possess if it is to drive this process of confirmation, remediating and logging of a suspected
non-conformity.

identification: a unique identification of the anomaly (e.g. automatically generated sequential number)• 
object: Primarily, this would be the RPID (reference parcel Identification), possibly further supported by a location (geometryLocation).• 

Alternatively, the object could be a region of interest (ROI), whose coordinates (geometryLocation) are used to create "second generation"
anomalies through spatial overlay. This is particularily usefull when changes are reported by third party stakeholders such as road builders.

cause: the cause of non conformity, as soon as it has been established. The LPIS QA methodology identifies 5  types of causes• 
observation(s): the details on the observation, including a.o.:• 

author (processOperator)1. 
the values that are suspected non conforming (OM_GeometryObservation, OM_Measurement,....)2. 
the observation date (phenomenonTime)3. 
other comments (parameter)4. 

status in the process: the details on the processing of the anomaly, including a.o.:• 

date of reception (resultTime)1. 
status on action regarding the confirmation2. 
status and logged consequences on the LPIS objects.3. 

6.4  Future outlook

This anomaly is central to any upkeep process. Although it had a central position on any schema of the LPIS update processes (see  the LPIS dataflow
article, little modeling has been done to date.

Still, as with the LCM, some good arguments can be found to develop a "core" model for application in LPIS context:

strenghthen a commmon understanding of the LPIS upkeep processes.• 
sharing tools to process anomalies (e.g. crowd sourcing via web services)• 
sharing methods and algorithms to analyse LPIS change behaviour and patterns.• 

Please contact the JRC if you wish to share your developments.
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7 Manifest changes
FIRST DRAFT

This article provides examples of the various types of manifest changes. The reference parcels in these illustrations are all real world examples,
provided for the sake of illustration of each concept. Note that, with other LPIS design rules, another parcel perimeter might result in the situations here
provided. Please apply the concepts mutatis mutandis for your actual design.

7.1  Type I: irreversible conversion from agricultural land covers with a minimum extend

These changes relate to a conversion of agricultural land covers into a condition that makes agricultural activities (growing crops, raising livestock or
keeping in GAEC) impossible.

Irreversible means that the original condition cannot be restored with normal agricultural cultivation measures alone.1. 
conversion means the change into any land cover ineligible for activation of SPS entitlements (2009R73 art34) or into land covers other than
utilized agricultural area (2009R73 art 124) respectively for SPS and SAPS schemes:

2. 

the extend (size/dimension) is measured on a individual patches of land, identified after the intersection results of an ineligibility "mask" with
the land identification perimeter of the individual Reference parcel. Therefore:

3. 

an individual patch must not be homogenous regarding its land cover, it suffices that all the land covers in the combined
patch are non-agricultural

• 

in larger non-agricultural land features, every intersection with the RP perimeter (land identification) counts as an
individual patch.

• 

7.1.1  inclusion: completely included inside the parcel's agricultural borders and/or perimeter

combined patches completely inside the perimeter (?inclusions?) that are well delineated and cover 500m2 or more

figure 1: example of the conversion of agricultural land inside the parcel perimeter - only the area criterion applies.

7.1.2  border side: crossing or touching the parcel perimeter

combined patches, individually distinguishable, on the border of the reference parcel that are in average more than 5 meters wide and measure more
than 100m2.
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figure 2: example of the conversion of agricultural land crossing the parcel perimeter both the area and dimension criteria apply.

7.2  Type II: irreversible conversion of agricultural land covers regardless their extend

the appearance of permanent constructions, regardless of their area, width and size, inside or crossing the border/perimeter

7.2.1  into buildings and processing facilities

Constructions above ground such as buildings, barns, processing facilities,

If the agricultural land cover is converted beyond the footprint of the building itself, all the converted land should be taken into account as if it was a type
II manifest change. Examples:

if a windmill is built on a newly established platform, the whole platform becomes relevant.1. 
if the surroundings of a new cabin are fenced off, the fence perimeter becomes relevant2. 

figure 3: appearance of a building - always relevant

7.2.2  into roads and other surface pavements (e.g. concrete floor)

Constructions at ground level or underground
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figure 4: appearance of a hard surface on the agricultural land - always relevant

7.2.3  involving other man-made structures

Structures that remain more than three years onsite that changes the land cover or soil condition in a way that normal agriculture activities cannot be
carried out without significant investment or action (e.g. storage materials, dumpsters, pylons,?).

Some structures can require a case by case evaluation: e.g. a pylon in grassland may not affect the pastoral activities, whereas a similar pylon in an
arable field would make future plowing impossible.

figure 5: appearance of an infrastructure component (windmill) - always relevant

7.3  Type III: perimeter modifications that involve an exchange of agricultural land

Any change in the perimeter of RP that causes agricultural land to be exchanged between at least two former reference parcels or allocates previously
united land to at least 2 new reference parcels.

7.3.1  Splitting of a parcel into two or more

One reference parcel is divided into two or more new parcels. The general external perimeter of the land concerned is not altered, but the old ID is
archived and new ID's are created.
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figure 6: appearance of a road causing the split of two parcels from one

7.3.2  Merger of two or more parcels into one

Two or more reference parcels that are merged into a single new parcel. The external perimeter of all land concerned is not altered, but the old IDs are
archived and new RPID is created. If no type I or type II change has happened, the new MEA is simply the sum of the MEA's of merged originals.

figure 7: Merger of several reference parcels into one

7.3.3  Mutual exchange of land between two or more parcels

Whenever two adjacent reference parcels have a change in their common boundary. All affected IDs are archived and new ID's are attributed. New IDs
are necessary all parcels affected by the swap because the land represented by the ID cannot be unambiguously identified over time.
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figure 8: Mutual exchange of land between two reference parcels.
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